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Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) Enterprise Ground Station
The ASF Enterprise ground station operates in Fairbanks, AK, the farthest north
U.S. community with reliable fiberoptic connectivity to the Lower 48. The ground
station’s location at latitude 64° 47.628’ N, longitude 147° 32.183’ W, makes it well
suited for tracking polar-orbiting satellites with its two X- and S-band antennas,
providing 9-10 supports per day for most spacecraft.
ASF Enterprise maintains and hosts customer-owned equipment at various
locations in the Fairbanks area. This equipment includes motorized UHF yagi
antennas, smaller S-band antennas, control equipment, and various receivers and
transmitters.

Solar Noon

Troubleshooting frozen motor

On-Demand Scheduling via API

Man lift in subzero weather

Ice inside a motor that limited antenna
movement in January 2017

ASF provides a lightweight RESTful API
that interacts directly with the ASF-owned
antenna systems for scheduling high or low
priority passes, submitting two line elements,
and providing live antenna statistics.

Weather Challenges

Above: ASF ground station mask shown in
light blue
Right: ASF owned 9.1m RHC X band antenna
& RHC Sband transmit
Far right: ASF owned 7.3m RHC/LHC Xband
receive & RHC/LHC Sband transmit/receive
antenna

Small Satellite Ground Stations: Frequency
Management & Co-Location Issues
Issues:
• Every customer is unique and uses a
different combination of frequencies
• Customers can interfere with each other, as
many frequency allocations overlap
• Some customers are simplex, others are
duplex
• Unlike parabolic antennas with narrow
beamwidths, UHF yagis radiate strongly in
all directions at the ground station
• Signals from ground into space can damage
the frontend of a customer’s receive
antenna if within a few miles

• Uplink and downlink ground equipment
could be located at different geographic
locations but this adds complexity and cost

Solutions:
• Plan and coordinate frequencies and
proactively plan antenna placement
• Provide locations in Fairbanks that
are several miles apart to establish
geographically separated locations for
ground stations
• Plan for a system of systems, with
individual antennas

Integrating
Customers with
ASF Antennas:

Customer-Provided Equipment
Customer-owned receivers can be integrated
on site by connecting to the RF matrix switch
to receive IF in real time. Additionally ASF
can pre-process and record data and provide
the files after the pass occurs.

Fairbanks has frozen ground and snow cover for 7 months of the year.
Temperatures plummet to -40 F, and with limited daylight there is very little
solar heating during the day. While snowfall amounts are not extreme and
wind is normally calm, weather fronts from the south can bring in freezing
rain. Temperatures in the summer can approach 100F; meaning antennas and
equipment must handle extreme cold and heat.
Deicers and heaters are used on the antenna surfaces, feed horns, and motors to
maintain the ability to track satellites in all conditions. Equipment is maintained by
ground station engineers in all weather.
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